
 
 

Social Media Analytics for i2  
Identify, Investigate, Predict, Prevent and Disrupt Fraudulent Activities 

 

 

          

 

  

 

    

 

  

 

Collaboratively Connecting the Dots, Bringing Clarity to Complex Investigations 

 

Knowledge Capture® Online (KC Online), Social Media Analytics for i2 provided 

as a Cloud or OnPremise solution, is designed to cost effectively bring clarity to 

complex investigations, enabling analysts, investigators, and operational teams 

to search large volumes of data to uncover fraud, connections, patterns and 

relationships hidden within large amounts of data. 

The KC Online Social Media Analytics for i2 application enables teams to work 

collaboratively, capturing, consolidating and providing information and decisions 

in real-time, sharing intelligence and reports whenever and wherever they are 

needed. Social Media Analytics for i2 stores data in the KC Online analysis 

repository, where secure data access to the repository is controlled through a 

need-to-know and need-to share basis. 

Integration of Any Digital Information 

Using the KC Online Social Media Analytics for i2 application, social media 

messages, emails, SMS texts, PC files and other digital information can all be 

captured, classified, structured and automatically exported for use within i2 to 

enhance investigations. 

The Social Media Analytics for i2 plugin enables analysts to utilise social media 

data within Analyst’s Notebook that has already been captured by SMC4, search 

for accounts of interest across social sites and expand the messages being sent 

and received by those accounts.  

Once loaded onto a chart, analysts have the capabilities to utilise social media 

data to enhance existing investigations or bring new insights to previous. Entities 

and links between accounts and social sites can be loaded into the intelligence 

repository for future use, along with charts created utilising this data.  

The Social Media Analytics for i2 integration brings brand new functionality to 

existing customers and also improves the functionality available when 

positioning i2 to new customers.  

 

smcapture.com/i2/analysts-notebook/ 

 

Capturing and Loading 

Information into i2, including: 

 Social media 

 Telephone voice  

 SMS texts 

 Emails 

 PC files 

 other digital feeds 

 

Supported Platforms 

Social Media Analytics for i2 can 

leverage your existing i2 platform 

or use our KC Online i2 Cloud or 

OnPremise solution. 

 

Our Pricing Models 

As a fully hosted Cloud or 

OnPremise Service, the Social 

Media Analytics for i2 application 

can be priced on a 

per-user, per-month usage 

model, delivering enterprise level 

technology with no upfront 

capital costs. 

Email us for more information at:  

sales@kc-ol.com 

AT A GLANCE 

Social Media Analytics for i2 Investigation and Discovery module easily identifies networks, patterns and trends from complex data 

sources delivering the right information, connecting the dots to help prevent and track criminal activity. The Social Media Analytics 

for i2 application uses investigative analysis to collect, discover and disseminate actionable intelligence that can help identify, 

investigate, predict, prevent and disrupt fraudulent activities. 
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Integrating with your Existing Enterprise Infrastructure 

The Social Media Analytics for i2 solution can integrate into existing enterprise infrastructure to facilitate and support 

information gathering, collaboration, and privacy in a "one-stop-shop" environment for intelligence sharing.  

The Social Media Analytics for i2 application provides the following benefits: 

 Search for people of interest and content they’ve posted 

 Capture data from social media for use within investigations  

 Efficiently build complex charts using social media data  

 Add new account and individuals to for social media monitoring  

 Automatically visualise links and entities with custom link types 

 

i2 Intelligence Analysis with Advanced Case Management 

 

Having predicted and identified criminal, terrorist or fraudulent activities, KC Online i2 enables the automatic creation 

of investigation 'cases' through the inclusion of KC Online Case Manager applications. 

The KC Online Case Manager application ensures that all case-related information, whether this be i2 evidence or 

supporting information such as Office documents, emails, scanned images and video, is securely, centrally stored and 

managed, providing a chain of custody of all captured information. Case Manager automatically captures and securely 

stores all documents within each case, and keeps a full audit history log from a document being added, to a user 

viewing the document, through to the dates, times and user names of each checklist action. 

 

 

Cost Effective Intelligent Analysis 

The Social Media Analytics for i2 application uniquely 

delivers social media capture for i2, based on a case 

effective per-user, per-month usage model. By 

utilizing i2 as a Cloud service, the previously cost 

prohibitive capital investment for an OnPremise 

Intelligence Fraud/Crime Analysis solution instantly 

becomes cost effective and business case justifiable. 

 

smcapture.com/i2/analysts-notebook/ 

KC Online i2 Includes the Following Software Applications: 

 IBM i2 Analyst’s Notebook 

 IBM i2 Analyze 

 IBM i2 Enterprise Insight Analysis (EIA) 

 IBM i2 iBase 

 IBM FileNet 

 IBM Records Management 

 Advanced Case Management 

 SMC4 Smarter Management 

i2 Showing Common Social Connections 

http://kc-ol.com/filenet_cloud.php
http://kc-ol.com/case-management.php
http://smcapture.com/smc4_filenet_capture_control.php

